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Description
See http://screencast.com/t/XEJzwKo97k

I am using the 7.x head build. I know the tradeoffs versus using a stable build. I can't go back, though.

1. The new, improved search box is partially hidden by the right-hand column of modules.
2. The user login name is invisible.

My current site theme is jqui. I have tried other themes, but each one seems to have a different problem.

While these are not breaking problems, they affect the usability of my site, and I am willing to pay a consultant to help me fix them.

Workaround
Changing the login from header to popup made it usable. There is a remaining cosmetic problem with the popup, which could be fixed by enlarging the box, reducing the text size or adding a break. Try to login at wiki.alphasoftware.com to reproduce.
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

mheller 28 Jan 11 01:25 GMT-0000

This appears to be an issue with the new modules scheme in 7.x.

I have attempted to fix my site using the new modules editor and had a terrible time. There were constant SQL errors when saving, and modules would appear on top of each other, especially at the top right.

mheller 28 Jan 11 18:23 GMT-0000

I am still having SQL errors when saving module information, but my site is more or less usable.

There's a severe permissions problem that I'll discuss in a new tracker.

mheller 28 Jan 11 19:43 GMT-0000

I got my search box to a good place, and my login box looks OK after login, but the password field of the login box is obscured for anonymous users. See attached screen shot.
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